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Abstract— The Internet of Robotic Things (IoRT) is a new 

domain that aims to link the IoT environment with robotic 

systems and technologies. IoRT connects robotic systems, 

connects them to the cloud, and transfers critical information as 

well as knowledge exchange to conduct complicated and 

intricate activities that a human cannot readily perform. The 

pertinent notion of IoRT has been discussed in this paper, along 

with the issues that this area faces on a daily basis. Furthermore, 

technological applications have been examined in order to 

provide a better understanding of IoRT and its current 

development phenomenon. The study describes three layers of 

IoRT infrastructure: network and control, physical, and service 

and application layer. In the next section, IoRT problems have 

been presented, with a focus on data processing and the security 

and safety of IoRT technological systems. In addition to 

discussing the difficulties, appropriate solutions have been 

offered and recommended. IoRT is regarded as an essential 

technology with the ability to bring about a plethora of benefits 

in smart society upon adoption, contributing to the generation 

and development of smart cities and industries in the near 

future. 

Keywords— Internet of Robotic Things, IoRT, Data Processing, 

Security and Safety, IoT, Cloud Robots.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Internet of Things (IoT) has undergone a fast 
transformation and increased attention in recent years [1, 2]. 
IoT-based smart systems enable creating and generating a 
complex network of real-world devices known as ‘Things’ [3, 
4]. Their primary function is to connect everything by 
exchanging and communicating data via the Internet [5], [6]. 
This revolutionary occurrence has had a profound impact on 
humanity in a variety of ways. Previously, the concept of IoT 
was accepted by numerous companies in every domain, such 
as robotics, military, nanotechnology, the healthcare sector, 
and space, resulting in the notion of “Internet of X Things,” 
where X is deemed to be the suitable domain/field [7, 8, 9]. 
Because of the emerging concept of IoT, significant progress 
has been made in terms of bringing innovation in several 
domains such as “Internet of Cloud Things (IoCT)”, “Internet 
of Medical Things (IoMT)”, “Internet of Autonomous Things 
(IoAT)”, “Internet of Nano Things (IoNT) [10]”, “Industrial 
Internet of Things (IIoT)”, “Internet of Mobile Things 
(IoMBT)”, “Internet of Drone Things (IoDT). 

According to Gartner [11], over 127 new IoT devices are 
connected to the Internet or web every second. The total 

number is expected to reach approximately 75 billion units by 
the end of 2025. It has been stated that if this entire process 
continued at the same rate, overall global expenditure on IoT 
might exceed USD 1.29 trillion this year, with a 93 percent 
growth in the acceptance rate of such IoT technology by 
organizations and corporations. 

“Internet of Things (IoT)” has quickly provided a solid 
foundation for advancing smart industries or Industry 4.0. For 
their elements to function properly, smart industries rely on 
next-generation and sophisticatedly modern technology-based 
sensors and actuators [12, 13, 14, 15]. Furthermore, with the 
installation of the smart industry, every working personnel or 
employee of a company responds quickly to any alterations, 
modifications, or changes, which now go unnoticed. 

“Industry 4.0” or “smart Industrial Internet” would serve 
as a link between the physical and digital worlds, which are 
now referred to as “Cyber-Physical Systems.” Cyber-Physical 
Systems lay a solid foundation for the IoT phenomena, which 
will lead to the next cutting-edge concept in robotics known 
as the “Internet of Robotic Things, or IoRT” [16]. 

Robotics is the primary domain in which IoT technology 
is defining and searching for fruitful ground. This field of 
robotics includes a creative and fast-expanding technology 
that has been causing a massive and enormous transformation 
in many aspects of human society for more than a decade. This 
IoT subfield is defined as “the branch of engineering 
concerned with the conception, design, construction, and 
operation of robots” [17, 18, 19]. 

The uses of this sector can range from the execution of 
tedious and repetitive duties in the industrial and production 
lines to assisting and performing risky and vital operations that 
humans or humankind are unable to do in any way. These 
tasks may include, for example, executing the rescue 
procedure in disaster-stricken areas or completing 
extraterrestrial operations [20]. 

Previously, the machinery or robots utilized for 
completing or implementing these duties were essentially 
constituted of a single machine with numerous limitations in 
their hardware aspects as well as computational capacities. To 
address these challenges and issues, single-engine robots were 
first linked to a communication network by wireless or cable 
connections, resulting in creating a “Networked Robotic 
System” [21]. Despite this, they were subjected to “inherited 
resource limits,” which resulted in network inactivity, limited 
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memory, and minimal learning, as well as computing abilities 
and aptitudes [22]. 

At the moment, real-life scenarios necessitate speedy and 
intricate task implementation and execution, which requires 
erudite and refined data analysis as well as strong data 
processing abilities. The new answer to these issues has 
recently been handled in a modern version of “Cloud 
Robotics” [23, 24], which uses cloud infrastructure to gain 
access to resources for supporting operations. Nonetheless, 
these new technologies are impacted by various obstacles and 
issues like interoperability, security, network latency, 
standardization, and service quality [25, 26]. The Cloud 
robotics infrastructure is depicted in Fig. 1. 

The “Internet of Robotic Things” excellently fits into this 
scenario, which strives to defy such limits by combining the 
domain of Robotics with the IoT, resulting in more smart, 
efficient, adaptive technology solutions as well as cost-
effective robotic network resolution. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Cloud Robotics infrastructure 

The most notable example of Cloud Robotic-based 
systems that have been functional in this real-world, 
particularly recently, is “Self-driving or autonomous cars,” 
such as self-driving cars launched by Google. These self-
driving cars use global positioning system (GPS) navigation 
and are directly linked to GPS satellites as well as Google 
Maps; as a result, these cars receive information about their 
starting and ending locations, as well as real-time traffic 
conditions, in order to perform a precisely accurate movement 
or localization [27, 28]. 

The main advantage and benefit of IoRT technology are 
that it integrates two of the most important and significant 
modern approaches in the industry, namely, IoT and cloud 
robotics. Still, from another perspective, they both have to 
deal with many new issues and problems [29, 30, 31]. There 
has been relatively little research effort presented in this arena 
where challenging concerns have been highlighted, or 
solutions for combining IoT and cloud robotics or IoRT 
technologies have been provided. In this paper, we made an 
investigation by examining and analyzing more in-depth 
concerns and challenges that IoRT faces and comprehending 
them and giving answers to those challenges. 

This survey aims to describe the IoRT architecture, 
problems, and applications that are linked with it. The primary 
objectives and goals of this paper are an in-depth evaluation 
and analysis of the “Internet of Robotic Things (IoRT)”, a 
discussion about the IoRT infrastructure, edifying the 
technologies that enable IoRT and perceiving and 
distinguishing the currently present Robotic systems 
(Humanoid, Mobile, Flying, and Swarm) that have been 
envisioned for IoRT-based systems in the future. Another goal 
is to analyze and provide solutions to the significant 
difficulties that IoRT is now facing and solicit real-time 
applications that are already available for IoRT. 

II. INTERNET OF ROBOTIC THINGS – AN 

OVERVIEW 

As previously mentioned, IoRT is thought to be the 
connection between IoT and the area of Robotics. This term, 
IoRT, was coined by Dan Kara in [32]  an ABI Research report 
to signify and represent intelligence devices capable of keenly 
observing events, collecting data from various other sources 
as well as through sensors, and also utilizing both local and 
disseminated intelligence to regulate the things and objects as 
well as determining the appropriate eventful action to be 
tracked and followed. 

In general, the phenomena of IoRT can be considered as a 
global architecture that has enabled emergent robotic services 
made feasible by the related connectivity of robotic things. 
These robotic things can benefit from the various advantages 
of sophisticated communication as well as interoperable tools 
and expertise that are based on the cloud, via IP protocol and 
their IPv6 version, in terms of data and information 
processing, computational overhead, memory storage, and, 
last but not least, security. 

This alleviates and resolves the prior hurdles and problems 
encountered by the robotics domain. Furthermore, IoRT 
extends beyond cloud and networked-based robotic models by 
leveraging IoT technologies [33, 34]. This aims to integrate 
heterogeneous intelligent gadgets, allowing for enormous 
flexibility in designing and implementing distributed 
infrastructure that supplies computational and mathematical 
resources both in clouds and at the edge. 

The multidisciplinary character of IoRT follows a similar 
trend as that of IoT. It provides enhanced and evolved robotic 
skills, resulting in the rise of multiple interdisciplinary 
solutions for different and numerous disciplines. From a 
technological standpoint, the IoRT enhances the traditional 
capabilities of a standard robot, which have been broadly 
categorized into three areas. 

 Basic group (that involves the standpoint, 

manipulation, and motion) 

 Higher Level group (including the autonomy, 

decisional, interaction cognitive) 

 System-Level Group (comprising the adaptability, 

configurability, and dependability) 
Aside from IoT features, IoRT solutions are also supported 

by several other techniques, such as “multi-radio access” to 
integrate with smart devices, Artificial intelligence (AI) to 
produce and create optimized and ideal solutions for intricate 
challenges, and cognitive technologies allowing operational 
proficiency. 

The components of the IoRT are depicted in Fig. 2. 



 

Fig. 2. IoRT components overview 

To summarize, IoRT was designed and developed to be at 
the pinnacle of Cloud robotics, with the capabilities of 
combining the characteristics of IoT technology with the 
autonomous and self-governing nature of linked robotic 
objects to produce innovative and smart solutions by 
optimally utilizing distributed resources. 

The architecture of an IoRT system is shown in Fig. 3 
below. It is clear from this that its architecture is made up of 
three major layers [33, 34]: 

 Physical Layer 

 Service and Application Layer 

 Network and Control Layer.  
Its configuration is reminiscent of the distinctive structure 

of OSI architecture but with a new perspective that considers 
the robotic component in IoRT. 

 

Fig. 3. Overview of IoRT architecture  

III. IORT TECHNOLOGY CHALLENGES AND 

SOLUTIONS 

Even though IoRT technology is growing rapidly, it is still 
a unique domain in its early stages, with various obstacles and 
concerns that must be addressed. In this section, two 
significant problematic topics of IoRT, namely security and 
data processing, have been addressed, and their answers have 
been presented alongside. 

A. Data Processing 

Because of the cyber-physical nature of IoRT technology, 
a great amount of data is collected in various forms from 
several external sources. These data gathering sources could 
include several types of sensors or data from the robotic 
mechanism or control. All of this data must be transferred 
from node to cloud, where it may be analyzed remotely [37]. 
All of this necessitates a higher level of data processing power 
than is typically required for IoT application processing, 
which leads to the following issues: 

 A massive volume of data processing and streaming 
often necessitates the maximum communication 
bandwidth as well as high-tech computational 
capability in an IoRT network. For example, a security 
robot group may want to convey different audio and 
visual data and information at the same time when 
patrolling. This necessitates a swift data processing 
mechanism to ensure that the system responds rapidly 
to potential instances, events, or occurrences.  

 Inactivity or latency is another difficulty. This has a 
significant impact on the safety and operational 
efficacy of real-time applications. Because numerous 
IoRT systems, such as “robotic transpiration systems” 
in smart industries, are dynamically interacting with 
their environment in a time-sensitive manner, an 
undesirable delay might cause operational failure or 
accidents. 

 Another difficulty is unstable communication in a 
complex context, which can significantly limit system 
performance. For example, a medical system based on 
IoRT technology may suffer from the complicated 
indoor environment of a hospital building, causing 
interference from other medical devices such as 
“Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI).” 

Possible solutions include utilizing a computational 
framework and optimization to address these difficulties. 
Computational problems can be overcome by utilizing the 
most recent fog and edge computing mechanisms. Both 
propose to distribute data storage and computing throughout 
the network, such that a portion of data processing can be 
completed near end nodes. The distinction between these is 
that edge computing processes a considerable quantity of data 
locally, whereas fog computing uses IoT gateways to process 
data. IoRT technology can control the use of various 
technologies based on the working environment and required 
criteria [38]. 

Heterogeneous IoT technology can be used to solve 
communication issues. It can provide a variety of selection 
options as well as flexibility for huge amounts of data transfer 
between different node types [39]. 

Better optimization frameworks that take pretreatment 
data, communication technologies, and computing nodes into 
account can aid in acquiring the best computational strategies, 
making the entire IoRT technology more proficient and 
successful [38]. 

Figure 4 depicts a comparison of the cloud computing, 
edge computing, and fog computing phenomena. 

 



 

Fig. 4. Comparison between Edge, Fog & Cloud Computing  

B. Security of IoRT 

The main problem of this IoRT sector is security. Its 
various applications necessitate excellent safety and security, 
as well as stability in their functioning operations. However, 
the security of IoRT applications is a difficult topic in and of 
itself because it is linked to the security of IoT and the safety 
of robots. As previously said, there is a vast amount of data in 
IoRT technology that must be transported between the cloud 
and robots and between robots. This creates security and 
system flaws, as well as the potential for cyber-attacks by 
leaking critical and vital data. Some of the issues concerning 
IoRT security are as follows [34, 37]: 

 Insecure and hazardous communication between the 
robot – robot or cloud – robot, resulting in the exposure 
of sensitive information or hacking via cyber-attack. If 
the connection is not sufficiently secure, adversaries or 
hackers discover a really simple and sophisticated 
approach to undermine the security of the system’s 
safety enclosure. A specific example of this would be 
the hire of professional hackers by corporate 
competitors in order to harm other business 
companies.  

 Another difficult issue is an authentication failure, 
which allows hackers or even unauthentic employees 
to gain simple access to the system environment by 
hijacking system parts, and occasionally entire systems 
and destroying robotic systems by reprogramming 
them.  

 Another security risk that can arise as a result of 
unforeseen and sudden hardware flaws or intentional 
cyber-attacks is robot failure, which can sabotage the 
entire system environment, injure people, and create 
accidents. 

These security concerns can be addressed and reduced by 
implementing the following countermeasures. 

 To secure communication between two parties, 
encrypted communication technologies and protocols 
such as TLS and SSH can be utilized. 

 In the future, quantum technology may be utilized to 
secure communication. 

 In addition, numerous measures can be employed to 
increase authentication, such as externalized 

authorization, data fragments, or granular permission, 
which can improve authentication security. 

 Furthermore, numerous new and creative 
technologies, such as blockchain, can be of 
tremendous assistance in providing communication 
security. 

 Furthermore, robotic safety and security measures 
such as hardware failure analysis, “emergency 
detection and stop,” system backup, and redundancy 
can be extremely beneficial in providing robustness 
and safety to the robotic mechanism in IoRT 
infrastructure. 

IV. IORT TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS 

IoRT is widely used in various sectors, and the concept of 
machine learning (ML) is unquestionably one of the most 
essential key links. To put it another way, robots associated 
with IoT have the ability to deliver various benefits in doing 
repetitive activities. They can function in catastrophe areas 
where humans are unable to work correctly. 

A. Disaster Response 

The researcher has deployed IoRT infrastructure for 
disaster response in [38]. Every year, many natural disasters 
such as earthquakes, typhoons, and tsunamis occur on Earth. 
In this particular disaster, preserving the lives of several 
people in the shortest amount of time is critical. In such 
settings or conditions, the robotic mechanism can be of 
considerable assistance, especially if it has been educated 
utilizing deep learning (DL) and artificial intelligence (AI). 

The initial stage in causing this phenomenon is to deploy 
mobile robots to acquire information and data from the 
surrounding environment. A remote network expands on this 
data to create an AI model, which is then assessed by an 
internal system. This architecture is deployed from the cloud 
to a local workstation for performance testing. The system 
model is set up and positioned into robots for the next step of 
the learning method as soon as it reaches the appropriate 
dependability level. The suggested infrastructure for the 
disaster response application use case is depicted in Fig. 5. 

 
Fig. 5. IoRT Disaster Response application use case  

B. Agricultural Accuracy 

researchers in [39] produced an IoRT application for 
precise farming accuracy. The model design of an IoRT-based 
agricultural system is depicted in Fig. 6. Initially, the mobile 
robots collect data from their surroundings using the sensors 
installed onboard. This data contains information about the 
pressure, temperature, light, humidity, and so on. The server 
reclaims this information from mobile robots by processing it 
over Wi-Fi or cellular connectivity. The data is then installed 



into the online application, allowing the end-user to visualize 
it via the web interface. 

 

Fig. 6. IoRT Conceptual model design based agriculture mechanism  

V. CONCLUSION 

The IoRT is seen as a new domain that aims to combine 
the IoT environment with robotic systems and technologies. 
IoRT connects robotic systems, connects them to the cloud, 
and transfers critical information as well as knowledge 
exchange to conduct complicated and intricate activities that a 
human cannot readily perform. The pertinent notion of IoRT 
has been discussed in this study, along with the issues that this 
area faces on a daily basis. Furthermore, technological 
applications have been examined in order to provide a better 
understanding of IoRT and its current development 
phenomenon. The study describes three layers of IoRT 
infrastructure: network and control, physical, and service and 
application layer. In the next section, IoRT problems have 
been presented, with a focus on data processing and the 
security and safety of IoRT technological systems. In addition 
to discussing the difficulties, appropriate solutions have been 
offered and recommended. IoRT is regarded as an important 
technology with the ability to bring about a plethora of 
benefits in smart society upon adoption, contributing to the 
generation and development of smart cities and industries in 
the near future. 
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